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Why an
E-BIKE
DEDICATED
Damper ?
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The bikes we ride are changing fast and a lot of that speed is coming from the 
impressive advances in E-bike technology.
Riders are pushing to new places and making the most of riding from their doorstep.
With this a new generation of E-bike is appearing, they’re lighter and have longer 
travel, making their leverage ratios and suspension curves push beyond the 
boundaries of recent damper designs.

At EXT we have a simple goal: Make the best suspensions to improve performance, 
reliability and safer riding on any bike.
This isn’t without challenges, E-bikes generate more suspension stress but most run 
the same shock sizing as their analog counterparts.
But Ext has decades of experience building the world’s most compact high 
performance dampers, some of which were used in Formula One and WRC. 
If anyone can maximize damper performance in challenging environments, it’s us.

That’s why we developed the e-Storia.
An industry “first” an ultra-high performance suspension specifically designed for 
aggressive E-bike riding and super comfort level for all enthusiasts.   
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The e-Storia features much of the same technology of the Storia V3 but in a more 
robust package built specifically for the stresses involved with the higher vehicle 
weight of E -bikes and tailored to provide ultimate control for all riders from the 
enthusiast to those at the elite level of E-bike enduro riding.

While the Storia V3 is built for best-in-class weight and performance the e-Storia is 
designed with an emphasis on toughness to drastically improve reliability over 
dampers without  dedicated E-bike construction.

The stronger shock design can help increase the lifespan of bike chassis components 
as well, and increase range of tune-ability accomodating a wider range of bike and 
rider types.

Designed 
FOR E-BIKES
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-Integrated reservoir head design to increase eyelet/trunnion mount fitment

-Stronger body construction

-Chromemoly shaft with low friction coating

-Reservoir with large volume bladder design 

-Dedicated spring platform for stiffer spring

-Negative spring to avoid harsh top-out and improve bike platform stability

-Lok 2.0

-New rebound adjustement to increase tuning range

-New compression valve to increase adjustability range and provide a smoother riding

-Low hysteresis to improve dynamic response

Core
FEATURES

Improved grip and sensitivity on all types of terrain and a beautiful plush feel form 
the basis of any Storia shock.
On top of these feature we have redeveloped specific areas in line with the demands of EMTB:
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-Completely indipendent bump/rebound adjustment 

-New check valve with low inertia to control damping even at really high frequency

-New externally adjustable HBC and more efficient design to increase bottom out protection

-New seal design to reduce friction

-New main piston design with high flow to improve sensitivity and tunability

-All valves with turbulent flow to assure consistent damping with different temperature and 
  under extreme use/conditions

-A new high viscosity index oil for longer consistent riding in all different situations and seasons

-Springs available up to 800lb

-Weight 460g (Metric 210/55 without spring)

Metric/Trunnion:
185
205
210
230



LOK 2.0
The e-Storia features the LOK 2.0 technology.
A completely separated valve that allows you to get the support needed for the best 
pedaling efficiency. The rotating shim can select two different circuits: open and 
closed. In open mode LOK circuit is excluded, when closed the oil must flow through a 
preloaded shimmed valve that increases the compression force. 

This new shim-based design provides enough sensibility and excellent support to 
increase overall traction on rough terrain.
LOK system can also be fine tuned on rider preferences.
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Lok Shim Pack

Rotating shim
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HBC system is a position sensitive damper valve composed by a secondary piston 
assembled below the main one and an inner tube on the bottom of the damper. 
When you get close to the end of the stroke, the secondary piston goes inside
the inner tube, so the oil must flow through a calibrated orifice that characterizes 
the end stroke ramp. 
EXT can modify HBC behaviour working on inner tube length and on the calibrated 
orifice.

The e-Storia features a new externally adjustable HBC, that can be fine tuned even 
more to the rider needs.
On top of that the design has been improved resulting in a more consistent and 
powerful bottom out protection.

This system makes the compression progressive and thanks to this it’s possible to 
ride with a softer spring for a better and improved traction.
Standard HBC system works on the last 15% of the stroke.

Hydraulic Bottom-Out Control
HBC

FORCE HBC
LAST 15% OF THE STROKE

DISPLACEMENT
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Gas pockets (aeration) and vapour cavitation (“bubbles” or “voids”), which form in the 
hydraulic fluid due to severe operating conditions are common problems observed in 
hydraulic shock absorbers.
These problems negatively affect bike handling and comfort.

To avoid these issues and reduce hysteresis at lowest value on e-Storia we use a new 
generation of valves with a special design that produce a turbulent flow. 
With this innovative design damping force remains independent from viscosity changes 
and temperature,  aeration is minimal and the cavitation issues are mostly eliminated.

With high turbulent flow
VALVES
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Most of the sliding parts that compose EXT shocks are developed with Ultra-Low friction 
technology.

The e-Storia chromemoly shaft is treated to increase it’s life and strength while reducing 
friction.

On top of that sliding bushes are in carbografite and the seals are custom made, 
developed to not fade and keep consistency in the control of damping forces.

Coating
ULTRA-LOW FRICTION
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